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Women's Stories, W. E. B. Du Bois Papers 
Data 
1 - W. E. B. Du Bois seated with classmates from Fisk University, ca. 1888 
If possible, please instead view the original and full presentation here:
https://sway.office.com/jnwIZkrNCACbONhA?ref=Link 
This PDF is a printed version (required by ScholarWorks for submission) of an online responsive and
interactive presentation. It is missing design and embedded features, please view the original if possible.
 
2 - Niagara Movement delegates, Boston, Mass., 1907 
 
3 - Group portrait of African American women hand weaving outdoors, ca. 1915 
 
4 - Refugees from the East. St. Louis Massacre/Riots, East St. Louis, IL, ca. 1917 
 
5 - Some race women, ca. March 9, 1919. Describing the service, performance, and backgrounds of "nine colored female nurses" 
stationed and photographed at the Camp Sherman Base Hospital. 
 
6 - Photograph of colored war nurses, ca. 1919 
UMass Amherst Special Collections and University Archives (SCUA)  &  
W. E. B. Du Bois  
 
 
UMass SCUA collections focus on documenting social change  and the organizational, intellectual, and 
individual ties that unite disparate struggles for social justice, human dignity, and equality.  
SCUA’s collecting focus emerged from our holding of the W. E. B. Du Bois Papers, and from one of Du 
Bois’s most profound insights, that the most fundamental issues in social justice are so deeply 
interconnected that no movement - and no solution to social ills - can succeed in isolation.  
Hopes & Dreams 
Women's Stories, Du Bois Papers Data has a triad of catalysts and hopeful outcomes: 
 
1. Showcase & share women's stories - present the intellectual, cultural, and invisible labor 
contributions and legacies of the women, especially Black women, documented in the Du Bois Papers  
2. Learn new technology & digital scholarship tools - use the fully digitized Du Bois Papers to learn 
while exploring and in constructing proof of concept case studies with data visualization and storytelling 
technologies 
3. Create opportunities for collaboration & engagement - invite student, community, and colleague 
contributions and questions combining the two ambitions above 
 
7 - Actor from the Star of Ethiopia pageant, ca. 1915 
Disclaimers: 
ABOUT THIS PROJECT: Complications arise from a project centered on women's stories, but bound 
within the records of a man, even though that man, Du Bois, himself faced exclusion and erasure. This 
project, however, is not an attempt to tell the only or definitive stories of these women. It takes 
advantage of the voluminous (and fully digitized) archival legacy of one of the leading male figures of the 
20th century, as a potentially rich ground for highlighting some of the many women connected to his 
life. Some of these women are well documented elsewhere, some of them are not. This project also 
intersects questions and terminologies of gender, race, and power, about which I am trying to be 
mindful. This project is imperfect, and in progress. I encourage comments if you believe any parts of 
this project are creating or enacting harm.  
ABOUT ME: Hello! I'm Blake Spitz (she/her), an archivist at UMass SCUA, and a teaching with primary 
sources enthusiast. I learned (and am learning) about one of my heroes - W. E. B. Du Bois - later in life 
and on the job. I am not a trained historian, Du Bois scholar, or feminist/critical theorist. I have no 
background in digital humanities, and am not trying to make definitive claims with these experiments.  
If you have questions, comments, expertise, or enthusiasm to add to this project, please get in touch  
(bspitz@library.umass.edu)! If you are looking for a trained digital scholar engaging with Du Bois, there 
may be others, but I can happily refer you to the amazing work of Roopika Risam. 
ABOUT THIS PRESENTATION: This space was crafted to present the concept and origin of this project, 
as well as some preliminary progress, proof of concept digital scholarship experiments, and next 
steps. Originally for a presentation during the joint section panel of the Diverse Sexuality & Gender 
(DSGS) / Women's Collections (WCS) Sections at the Society of American Archivists 2020 Annual 
Conference, the final project will probably move presentation platforms as it grows. 
Inspiration & Origin 
 
This project was born from two unrelated experiences involving the Du Bois Papers:  
1. My own teaching practice, about which I was excited. 
2. My own ignorance, about which I was embarrassed. 
Both made me want to explore more... 
 
 
 
8 - Nina Gomer Du Bois in Washington, D.C., ca. 1910 
 
9 - Yolande Du Bois, ca. 1925 
1915 letter from Nina to W.E.B. 
 
• Love this letter! Use it frequently for teaching about archival research, primary sources, and the 
Du Bois Papers 
 
• Using the Du Bois Papers to teach other concepts and other people  outside of his biography 
 
• Nina is the topmost individual person represented in Du Bois's correspondence  
 
What other gems and questions are in these letters between Du Bois and his wife Nina? 
What about the other women well represented in his correspondence? 
 
The second inspiration for this project was my (embarrassing) ignorance of the woman sometimes called 
"the mother of Black Feminism," Anna J. Cooper.  
2020 Annual Du Bois Lecture at UMass 
Dr. Saida Grundy 
“Gendering Social Justice Capitalism: The Du Boisian question behind the curious case of grooming Black 
male success.”  
 
Grundy discusses Cooper specifically - and her correspondence with, relationship to, and impact on Du 
Bois - from 12:31-15:31 in the recording. 
 
"Black Feminism effectively bent the arc of Du Bois towards the modernity that has allowed him to fare 
so well for a century and a half." 
 
10 - Annual W. E. B. Du Bois Lecture, Dr. Saida Grundy, Feb 2020. Anna J. Cooper discussed 12:31-15:31. Transcript. 
How did I not know about this amazing scholar, activist, educator, author, and woman? 
As a part of my research, I began to dig into Cooper's letters and records in the Du Bois Papers, as 
Grundy had done. 
 
11 - Cooper to Du Bois, Feb 29, 1929 
 
12 - Cooper to Du Bois, Oct 27, 1929 
Both letters concern Cooper's inability to attend the planned Pan African Congress, due to its high 
expense and her being a working professional. 
Data & Preparation 
 
 
13 - Screenshot of metadata from Du Bois Papers, Series 1, Correspondence 
 
14 - Screenshot of digital repository filters of Du Bois Papers, Series 1, Correspondence 
All this awesome data... what to do? 
Network analysis overviews: 
• Weingart, S. B. (2011). Demystifying networks, parts I & II. Journal of Digital Humanities, 1(1). 
 
• Posner, M. (2016). Network analysis. Digital Humanities 101. 
 
• Düring, M. (2015). From hermeneutics to data to networks: Data extraction and network 
visualization of historical sources. The Programming Historian. 
 
15 - Stanford University's social networking project, Mapping the Republic of Letters 
 
Digging into Mapping the Republic of Letters & Palladio 
 
16 - Mapping the Republic of Letters, Case Studies, Correspondence 
 
17 - Conroy. M. (2017). Visualizing social networks: Palladio and the Encyclopédistes, Pt I. Age of Revolutions. & Conroy. M. 
(2017). Visualizing social networks: Palladio and the Encyclopédistes, Pt II. Age of Revolutions.  
 
18 - Posner, M. (2014). Getting started with Palladio. Miriam Posner's Blog. 
 
19 - Cho, A. (2019). Using Palladio and Gephi as data visualization tools. Diversity, Publishing, Culture. 
Network visualization experiments - Palladio 
Experiment #1 - top female correspondents in the Du Bois Papers 
 
20 - Letter from Nina Du Bois to W. E. B. Du Bois, January 5, 1902 
 
21 - Christmas card from Yolande Du Bois to W. E. B. Du Bois, ca. 1910 
 
22 - Letter from Shirley Graham to W. E. B. Du Bois, ca. 1935 
 
23 - Telegram from Ellen Irene Diggs to W. E. B. Du Bois, January 7, 1936 
 
24 - Static image showing portion of spreadsheet of collected data for this project. 
 
 
 
 
25 - Screenshot of Palladio gallery view 
These static graphs demonstrate one of the limitations of Palladio... 
 
26 - For the synchronous presentation, let's go to a live demonstration of Palladio with my top 25 women correspondents data...  
For those looking through this presentation asynchronously, I have added as the next content a 
recorded screencast looking at this data in Palladio, so you can see Palladio in action. The second video 
is a screencast of the second experiment in Palladio, you can watch or scroll through to the static 
description. 
 
 
Experiment #2 - Ellen Irene Diggs correspondence data 
 
27 - Diggs as a high school student, 1923 
 
28 -  Static image showing portion of spreadsheet of collected data for this project. 
 
 
29 - Atlanta: 235.   NYC: 57.   Baltimore: 13.   Chicago: 10.   Los Angeles: 7.   San Francisco: 7. 
Use the gallery arrow (>) to look through three screenshots of the facet showing the locations, subjects, 
and dates of the letters between Diggs and Du Bois regarding specific publications.   
 
Note the changes in the titles, places, and types of subjects they are discussing in the 1930s, 1940s, and 
1950s. What's driving the conversation? 
 
30 - Unidentified young woman in automobile, ca. 1925 
 
 
 
Despite her significant role in some of his most important publications, these linked articles and others 
correctly note that Diggs should not be seen only, or primarily, as Du Bois's research assistant and 
secretary, but instead as a pioneering scholar and researcher in her own right. 
 
31 - Boyd, H. (2014 Sep 04). Dr. Irene Diggs: An extraordinary anthropologist. Amsterdam News. 
 
32 - Reed, B. (2020 Jan 13). Irene Diggs was more than W.E.B. Du Bois's assistant. ZORA. 
However, should we not also investigate her (and others') work, production, and impact in these 
"support," "secondary," or "invisible" roles?  
Du Bois's world-wide travel and lecture tours of the late 1930s seem a particular example of Diggs 
impact in a context perhaps less discussed. 
 
33 - Memorandum from W. E. B. Du Bois to President Read, 1934. 
 
Text analysis - Voyant 
"Voyant Tools is a web-based text reading and analysis environment. It's designed to make it easy..." 
 
34 - Voyant Tools Help is amazing! 
 
For experimenting in Voyant, I created four "documents" to make up my "corpus." Each contained the 
text of all of the item level abstracts (somewhat normalized/cleaned up) from the entire 
correspondence sets of these women (links go to photos below): 
1. Nina Gomer Du Bois  
2. Ellen Irene Diggs 
3. Mary White Ovington 
4. Shirley Graham Du Bois 
 
35 - Nina Gomer Du Bois, ca. 1940 
 
36 - Ellen Diggs, 1923 
 
37 - Mary White Ovington, ca. 1900 
 
38 - Shirley Graham Du Bois, 1968 
 
39 - Voyant Cirrus - top 95 terms - full corpus of four sets of abstracts from the Du Bois Papers 
 
40 - Voyant Cirrus - top 95 terms - Nina Gomer Du Bois correspondence abstracts 
 
41 - Voyant Cirrus - top 95 terms - Ellen Irene Diggs correspondence abstracts 
 
42 - Voyant Cirrus - top 95 terms - Mary White Ovington correspondence abstracts 
 
43 - Voyant Cirrus - top 95 terms - Shirley Graham Du Bois correspondence abstracts 
Use this link to interact with these wordcloud views created by the Cirrus tool in Voyant. Use the "Scale" 
in the bottom lefthand corner to toggle between the corpus and individual documents. 
 
44 - Click to play with the StreamGraph, mapping terms across the 4 corpus documents. 
 
45 - Click to play with the Trends graph, mapping terms across the 4 corpus documents. 
 
46 - Click to play with the Bubblelines graph, mapping terms across the 4 corpus documents. 
Unlike Palladio, entire Voyant instances and individual tools can be exported, linked, and embedded 
(into certain platforms). To explore or investigate my case study using these four sets of correspondence 
abstracts, you can interact with the entire set of Voyant Tools here (default word selections will reload): 
Sinclair, S. & G. Rockwell. (2020). Voyant Tools. https://tinyurl.com/voyant-dubois-test1-bspitz 
 
47 - Screenshot of Voyant Tools with corpus of four Du Bois Papers abstracts text documents. 
What's next? 
 
Hopes & Dreams, recurring 
1. Showcase & share women's stories  
• Keep working on this project! 
• Create new, permanent, accessible online space to organize & explain project 
• Test and explore data from different women & stories in the Du Bois Papers 
2. Learn technology & digital scholarship tools  
• Digital scholarship theory reading & engagement 
 
• Do more with the technology mentioned here  
- Palladio: new datasets, point-to-point correspondence map... 
- Voyant: all of the tools!, XML corpus build... 
• Other skills & technology? 
- Social networking: Gephi, Cytoscape, or NodeXL 
- Mapping: Voyant, Neatline, or ArchGIS Storymap 
- Data organization: Excel, OpenRefine 
- Presentation: Scalar, ArcGIS Storymap 
- Archival/LIS: XPath, SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Context) 
3. Create opportunities for collaboration & engagement  
• Present this project & ask for input! 
• Invite students, community members, colleagues for help, engagement, & project ideas 
- Data organization & cleaning 
- Improve or add to one of my case studies 
- Mirror a case study with different data 
- New tech or perspective 
- Wikipedia edit-a-thon? 
- Creative outputs: digital exhibits, close text readings, audio performance recordings...  
Want to collaborate, or have questions? Please get in touch!  
bspitz@library.umass.edu 
Thank you! 
 
Addendum: 
All images & screenshots in this document are linked to their sources and given an alt-text description 
within Microsoft Sway where possible. 
Check out the Accessibility View under the more options menu. 
I hope to gather an independent list of all links and content cited, and will add that here.  
Thanks to my colleague, Aaron, for his assist with gathering the Du Bois Papers metadata.  
And, of course, (and in honor and memory of Rob,) cats! 
 
48 - Taboo 
 
49 - Pistachio 
 
50 - Chaos 
 
51 - Blake & Pistachio 
